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�� INTRODUCTION

Originally Evolution Strategies 
ESs� have been developed for experimental optimiza�
tion� i�e� optimization at the real object� Later they have been formulated as computer
programs in order to solve optimization problems given as mathematical models of the
type

minff
x� jx �M � IRng � 
��

where f  IRn � IR is called the objective function and the set M the feasible region� If
the objective function possesses several local minima the determination of the global or
lowest local minimum is an unsolvable problem in general ���� p� 	�� In this paper we are
interested mainly in convergence speed of ESs such that we shall assume for simplicity
that f has only one local minimum which is of course the global one� First work on this
topic has been done by ���� ��� and ���� who calculated the convergence rate of a stochastic
process w�r�t� the problem

f�
x� � xTx � jjxjj� �M � IRn � 
��

Rechenberg�s so�called 
� � ���ES can be considered as one of the �rst approaches to use
principles of biological evolution in the sense of optimization rules

x�t��� �

�
x�t� � z�t� � if f
x�t� � z�t�� � f
x�t�� and x�t� � z�t� �M

x�t� � otherwise �

��

where z�t� � N
�� ��I� is a multinormally distributed random vector with zero mean and
covariance matrix C � ��I� The addition of the random vector in 
�� can be regarded as
mutation and choosing the better point� if any� as selection� The ancestor here survives
until an o�spring surpasses him�

Various extensions have led to so�called multi�membered 
� � �� and 
�� ���ESs with
� � � � � ����� where in the latter case � parents produce � o�spring and the � best
of these will serve as new parents in the next generation� If � � �� then the princi�
ple of recombination can be introduced� For a more detailed summary concerning the
development of ESs see ����

The most general form of a multinormal distribution with zero mean for the random
vector z in 
�� is z � N
��C�� where C is any positive de�nite and symmetric correlation



matrix� The p�d�f� is given by

pz
x� �
exp

�
��

�
xTC��x

�
q


�	�n det
C�
� 
��

The advantage of using the general form instead of C � ��I or C � diag
���� � � � � �
�
n� can

be seen in the light of the second order Taylor series expansion of the objective function
assuming � for the moment � that f is twice continuous di�erentiable

f
x� � f
x�� � 
x� x��
Trf
x�� �

�

�

x� x��

Tr�f
x��
x� x�� � 
��

Then� the structure of the Hessian matrix H
x�� � r�f
x�� gives information about
the topology of the objective function in a certain neighborhood of the point x�� For
simplicity we give an example where the second order expansion is exact

f�
x� � xTAx with aij � n � � �maxfi� jg and M � IRn � 
	�

Let n � �� Then the Hessian for f� is H
x� �

�
� �
� �

�
for all x � M � The level sets

La � fx � M  f
x� � ag of f� are ellipsoids whereas those of f� are spheres as can be
seen from �gure ��

Figure �� Level sets of f� �left� and f� �right� with regions of successful muta�
tions �hatched areas�

The optimal distributions for both problems w�r�t� the covariance matrix are given if the
alignment of the lines of equiprobable mutation steps is the same as the alignment of the
level sets� because then the region of successful mutations 
hatched areas in �g� �� has the
same size for any element of La 
a �xed� chosen as center 
parent�� In other words� then



the elliptical problem f� is transformed to the simpler symmetric and spherical problem
f�� For a multinormal distribution this can be achieved by using the inverse of the Hessian
as correlation matrix C � H��� Now� multiplication of C with a suitable step size will
speed up the convergence considerably compared to the more special correlation matrices
mentioned above�

However� starting the ES without a priori knowledge w�r�t� the objective function the
Hessian is unknown� In ���� Schwefel proposed the idea to approximate the inverse of the
Hessian probabilistically simultaneous to the optimization process� Now the entries of the
correlation matrix are mutated and recombined similar to the trial points x� However� the
problem is that we have to guarantee the positive de�niteness and symmetry of C while
the entries are modi�ed probabilistically� Schwefel has given a geometric interpretation
of his correlation routine but it is not obvious that this routine is capable of producing
all feasible and only feasible correlation matrices�

In the next section we shall give the formal proof that the open question mentioned
above can be answered positively� The proofs themselves will give some additional insight
into the problem of constructing a positive de�nite and symmetric correlation matrix by
means of a probabilistic adaptation process� Numerical results given in section � will
show that an acceleration can be achieved but that it is well below the optimal limit with
known Hessian� This leads to the question whether there is enough knowledge within
the population in order to approximate C at all� In section � we shall give an upper
bound on the population size such that the desired matrix can be obtained within one
generation� Finally� we brie�y discuss ESs with individual memory� This concept can be
used to decrease the upper bound on the population size signi�cantly�

�� CORRELATED MUTATIONS

In the following we shall derive the feasible ranges within �
�n
n� �� coe�cients may be

chosen such that we can produce every positive de�nite and symmetric matrix� The �rst
theorem gives the instruction how to produce a multinormal correlated random vector x�

Theorem ��

Let y � N
�� I� be a random vector of dimension n and QTQ  n	n a positive de�nite
matrix� Then

x
d
� QTy � N
��QTQ�� 
��

Here� x
d
� y denotes that random vectors x and y have the same distribution�

Proof� See e�g� ��� pp� ������� �

In order to �nd a proper matrix Q we need the following

Lemma ��

Let T n	n be orthogonal 
i�e� TT � T��� and D n	n a diagonal matrix with positive
diagonal entries� Then

A � TTDT 
��



is positive de�nite and symmetric�

Proof�

A � TTDT � T��DT� Thus� A and D are similar and have the same eigenvalues ��� p�
����� Since all eigenvalues 
the diagonal entries of D� are positive� matrix A is positive
de�nite�
A � TTDT � TTSTST � 
TS�T
TS� with S � D

�

� � Now symmetry follows directly
from matrix multiplication formula� �

Thus� Q � D
�

�T� Next� we have to answer the question whether any positive matrix
A can be decomposed by 
��� This follows from the so�called principal axis theorem

Theorem ��

Let A n	n be a symmetric and positive de�nite matrix� Then there exists an orthogonal
matrix T n	n and a diagonal matrix D n	n with positive diagonal entries such that

A � TTDT 
��

Proof� See e�g� ��� pp� ��������� ���� p� ����� �

Then� TT is the so�called modal matrix of eigenvectors and the diagonal entries of D
are the eigenvalues of A� This decomposition is unique except for permutations of the
columns of T and the corresponding diagonal entries of D� Thus� there are n� matrices T
and D which ful�ll 
��� if all eigenvalues are di�erent� From the theory of determinants
we know that for �

�n� matrices det
T� � �� and for the remaining matrices det
T� � ���
Finally we have to give a decomposition of T such that every orthogonal matrix can be

constructed which ful�lls 
���

Theorem ��

LetT n	n be orthogonal with det
T� � ��� Then there exist �
�
n
n��� angles 
k � 
�	� 	�

such that T can be decomposed as a product of elementary rotation matrices Rij

k� 

T �
n��Y
i��

nY
j�i��

Rij

k� � 
���

Proof� See ��� p� ���� �

An elementary rotation matrix Rij

� consists of the unit matrix except that for the
following entries holds rii � rjj � cos

�� rij � �rji � � sin

�� In ��� the transpose
of Rij

k� is used� However� exploiting the symmetry properties of the trigonometric
functions we can give another set of angles which ful�ll 
��� Rij

k� � RT

ij
�
k�� The
following lemma guarantees that there does not exist a set of angles 
k such that 
���
produces a matrix T that is not orthogonal�

Lemma ��

The product of elementary rotation matrices is orthogonal�

Proof�

Every elementary rotation matrix is orthogonal RT

ijRij � I� Since a product of orthog�
onal matrices is orthogonal the proof is completed� �



Now we can summarize

Theorem ��

A matrix A  n	n is positive de�nite and symmetric i� A � TTSTST with T as given
in 
���� S � diag
s�� � � � � sn� and 
k � 
�	� 	� for k � �� � � � � ��n
n � �� and si � � for
i � �� � � � � n�

Proof�

�
�
Let A  n	n be positive de�nite and symmetric� By means of Theorem � there exist a
decomposition A � TTDT� where T is orthogonal and S � diag
s�� � � � � sn� with si � ��
Suppose� this decomposition results in det
T� � ��� Since there are �

�
n� decompositions of

a positive de�nite and symmetric matrixA n	nwith det
T� � �� and �
�
n� decompositions

with det
T� � ��� we can simply exchange two columns in T and the corresponding
diagonal entries of D such that for this decomposition holds det
T� � ��� That means�
that there exists always a decomposition with det
T� � ��� Moreover� by Theorem �
there exists a decomposition of T as given in 
��� with angles 
k � 
�	� 	��
���
Let Rij

k� be elementary rotation matrices with 
k � 
�	� 	�� By Lemma � the product
as given in 
��� is orthogonal� Let S be a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries
and D � STS� By Lemma � matrix A � TTDT is positive de�nite and symmetric� �

It is still left open which kind of probability distribution should be chosen for mutating
the angles in the range 
�	� 	� and the step sizes in the range 
����� The current
implementation ���� employs an independent normal distribution for the angles



�t���
i �

�


�t�
i � z� � 	

�
mod �	 � 	 with z� � N

�
��
�
�	

����

���

���

with � � �� and an independent lognormal distribution for the step size control parameters

�
�t���
i � �

�t�
i  z	�  z� with z	� � LN
�� 
�n����� z� � LN
�� 
�n��

�

� � � 
���

where z	� is realized only once for all i� We shall postpone this question and pick it up
again when we discuss the numerical results of some test runs obtained with the above
settings�

�� NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we intend to study the e�ectiveness of the probabilistic approximation
procedure which is used to construct correlated random vectors� The test problem under
consideration is f� as given in 
	� with n � ��� Due to the parameter setting problem of
Evolutionary Algorithms the simulation runs have been made with di�erent recombination
types using a 
�� �����ES and varying � from � to ��� The performance or progress
measure of a variant has been de�ned as

PR�v �
�

R

RX
i��

log��
f
���
i�v

f
������
i�v

with R � �� � 
���



Table �
Progress within ���� generations sorted w�r�t� the recombination type of object variables
x� step sizes s and angles a with optimal �

object variables
v � � �

x�� �� ��� ���
x�� ��	 ��� ���
x�� �� �� ��
x�� ��� ��� ���
x�� ��� ��� ���
x�� �� ��� ��
x�� ��� ��� �	�
x�� ��� ��� �		
x�� ��� ��� ���

step sizes
v � � �

�s� �� ��� ���
�s� ��	 ��� ���
�s� �� �� ���
�s� ��� ��� ���
�s� ��� ��� ���
�s� �� ��� ���
�s� ��� ��� �	�
�s� ��� ��� �		
�s� �� �� ���

angles
v � � �

��a �� ��	 ��
��a ��� ��� ��
��a ��� ��� ���
��a ��� ��� ��
��a ��� ��� ���
��a ��� ��� ���
��a ��� ��� ��
��a ��� ��� ��
��a �	� �		 ���

where R denotes the number of runs and f
�t�
i�v the objective value of version v at generation

t in the i�th run� The version v � f�� �� �g
 can be identi�ed by three digits with the
following meaning the position of the digits is associated with the recombination type of
the object variables x� step size control parameters s and angles a v � xsa� The digit
value � expresses that no recombination is used whereas digit values � and � represent
discrete and intermediate recombination� respectively� Using discrete recombination each
entry of the o�spring vector 
gene� is chosen either from the �rst or second parent�s vector
with the same probability� whereas by using intermediate recombination the parents�
vectors are averaged� e�g� xchild � �

�
xparent� � xparent���
The resulting progress rates are summarized in table �� where the progress of each

variant is recorded for the best choice of the number of parents �� Independently of
the recombination type the best results are obtained if � is chosen between � and 	�
A closer look at table � reveals some interesting facts The second column of the right
table is dominating the other two indicating that discrete recombination of the angles is
preferable for this test problem� Another dominance can be noticed for the step sizes
Here� intermediate recombination dominates the other variants� Consequently� the row
with the entry x�� dominates all other rows in the left table� The progress together
with the standard deviation over �� runs for the best variant v � ��� is given in �gure ��
Although the peak performance of about �		 orders of magnitude appears to be promising
the performance with complete knowledge 
with known Hessian� resp�� is above ��� orders
of magnitude� as we shall see later�

Indeed� the correlation procedure seems to work but it achieves only a third of what is
possible for our test problem� There are some imaginable reasons for the partial failure�

First� recall the correlation procedure

Q � S
n��Y
i��

nY
j�i��

Rij

k� � 
���

Let be n � �� Then there are three di�erent sets of angles which build the same
positive de�nite matrix QTQ if the diagonal entries of S are permuted in a suitable
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Figure �� Progress with error bounds of the best variant

way� On the other hand� if the diagonal entries of S 
the step sizes� will be per�
muted although the angles are well adapted already� then the angles have to be adapted
anew� Such a permutation can occur easily due to the multiplication with the lognor�
mal random variable� see 
���� For example� if A as given in 
	� is the desired matrix�
then there are the following triples of angles w�r�t� the permutation of the step sizes

��	�	� ���������	�	�� 
���������	��� ������� and 
������� �������������� That is why
the matrix building process seems to be unstable in the sense that the adaptation of
angles is perturbed by the adaptation process of the step sizes�

Second� the choice of a normal distribution with �xed variance as given in 
��� might
have another negative e�ect on the adaptation process� Again� suppose the angles are
well adapted for a moment such that only the n step sizes are to be adjusted� However�
due to the �xed variance mentioned above the angles will be modi�ed again and again
preventing the angle adaptation process to become stable�

Third� it is not obvious why the distributions used should be the right choice� However�
before one can answer this question theoretically a lot of basic research has to be done�
Another possibility for why the approximation procedure is not as e�ective as desired
might consist in a lack of information within the population� In the next section we shall
give an upper bound w�r�t� the population size such that the Hessian can be calculated
deterministically if the knowledge of the whole population is exploited�

�� UPPER BOUNDS ON THE POPULATION SIZE

We shall state the main result of this section in the following theorem and give a
constructive proof� Although this method can be used to determine an estimator for the



Hessian matrix� it is not recommended to do this due to the computational e�ort required�

Theorem ��

If the objective function has a positive de�nite Hessian matrix H  n	n in a certain
neighborhood of a point x� � M � then a unique least squares estimator of the Hessian
matrix can be constructed with not more than �

�

n� � �n � �� pairs 
x� f
x���

Proof�

The second order Taylor expansion 
�� of f can be formulated as

T�
x x�� � b� � bTx� xTBx � 
���

The unknown entries 
b��b�B� can be gathered in a vector

cT � 
c�� � � � � cN� � 
b�� b�� � � � � bn� b��� b��� � � � � b�n� b��� b�
� � � � � bn���n��� bn���n� bnn�

with N � �
�
n� � �n� �� due to the symmetry of B in 
���� The least square estimator !c

of c is unique� if we have N � k pairs of samples 
x� f
x�� which form a system of linear
equations Gc � f with GT � 
g�� � � � �gN�k�� k � �� where

gT � 
g�� � � � � gN �
� 
�� x�� � � � � xn� x��� �x�x�� � � � � �x�xn� x

�
�� �x�x
� � � � � �x�xn� � � � � x

�
n��� �xn��xn� x

�
n�

and fT � 
f
x��� � � � � f
xN�k��� Moreover� matrix GTG is required to be regular 
see
e�g� ���� p� �������� Now� !c � 
GTG���GTf� From !c we select the entries !cn��� � � � � !cN
as entries for our estimator !B of the Hessian� Since more than N pairs 
x� f
x�� are
necessary� N � � � �

�

n� � �n � �� is an upper bound� �

For numerical reasons !B should be normalized� such that !H � 
det
 !B��
��n !B with

det
 !H� � �� Now� by Cholesky decomposition of !H and inverting the resulting triangular
matrix we get the desired matrix Q to construct correlated random vectors via 
��� The
above procedure has complexity O
N
� � O
n�� which is prohibitive for practical use�
Nevertheless� the results of the test implementation demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the
method 
see �g� ���

It follows from theorem � that ��� � �
�
n

���n��� is an upper bound on the population
size such that an approximation of the Hessian can be computed at each generation with
the knowledge of the current population� This bound can be decreased from O
n�� to
O
n� if we introduce individuals with memory� For example� let the individuals store
their phylogenetic tree up to a depth of n� then the bound decreases to O
n�� This is a
hint to think again about the current implementations of Evolutionary Algorithms One
might make better use of the information gathered by the parents instead of throwing it
away after their o�spring are created�

�� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper it has been shown that the probabilistic approximation procedure of
���� can be used to construct any valid correlated multinormal random vector� Numerical
results� however� indicate that the convergence of the approximation is not yet satisfactory�
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Figure �� Progress of best variant with adapted correlation matrix �a�	 deter�
ministic variant without recombination �b� and with recombination
�c�

The main reason might be found in the fact that the step size adaptation process a�ects
the angle adaptation process in a disruptive way� Thus� the approximation procedure has
to be modi�ed�

The above problem can be avoided by the proposed deterministic method which is
used to construct the desired correlation matrix� Although numerical results demonstrate
the e�ectiveness of this method it is of no practical use due to its time complexity� It
has not been the intention to recommend this method but to gain an upper bound on
the population size such that the desired correlation matrix can be obtained within one
generation� There are other methods which can be used for this problem� for example any
approximation routine of the variable metric method 
see �	��� Such ideas immediately
lead to the concept of individuals with memory which can make ESs even more powerful�

One might argue that a variable metric type method should be used whenever it is
possible to approximate the Hessian� Surely� on the one hand ESs will converge more
slowly but on the other hand they provide the probabilistic guarantee to �nd the global
minimum of a multimodal problem contrary to a variable metric method� Such theoretical
properties paired with the inherent parallelism make ESs so attractive for practical use�
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